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Team Research, “A Theory of Culture 
during the Ōei and Eikyō Eras”
GOZA Yūichi（Assistant Professor）
The team research entitled “A Theory of Culture during the Ōei and 
Eikyō Eras : Between Popular Views of History on ‘Kitayama 
Culture’ and ‘Higashiyama Culture’,” jointly led by myself and the 
associate professor Oohashi Naoyoshi of Wakayama University, is 
Nichibunken’s f irst public input team research project. The 
“Higashiyama culture,” which prospered under Ashikaga Yoshimasa 
（1449–1473）, the eighth shogun of the Muromachi shogunate 
（1336–1573）, has generally been considered the wellspring of the 
features of daily life culture of Japanese today, including traditional 
residential interiors （washitsu） composed of tatami mats, shoji pan-
els, tokonoma alcove, etc. ; Japanese cuisine （washoku） seasoned 
［today］ with soy sauce and sugar ; and the arts of tea ceremony and 
flower arranging. The term “Higashiyama culture” came to be in 
use before World War II, with emphasis placed on the purely 
“Japanese culture” aspect removed from the Chinese influence. The 
nationalistic connotations of this term generally continued even after 
the war ended and have become widely accepted.
　Recently in the fields of medieval history and medieval literature, 
more attention is being given to the culture during the Ōei and 
Eikyō eras （fourth shogun Ashikaga Yoshimochi ［r. 1394–1421］ to 
sixth shogun Ashikaga Yoshinori ［r. 1428–1441］） than to the 
Higashiyama culture. An understanding is growing that the Ōei–
Eikyō eras, about which little research had been done, was an epoch-











































































established. The influence of Chinese culture on Muromachi culture 
is also gaining increased recognition.
　This team research project brought together up-and-coming 
researchers from a wide variety of fields （medieval literature, medie-
val history, art history, performing arts history, and religion）, aiming 
to build a “theory of culture during the Ōei and Eikyō eras,” and by 
extension a “history of Muromachi culture,” by integrating diverse 
Ōei–Eikyō cultural phenomena from an interdisciplinary research 
viewpoint. By so doing, we also aim to shed relative light on the pop-
ular discourse on Japanese culture that has tended to consider 
Higashiyama culture as a sort of absolute ideal.
　In the first year of this project, fiscal 2018, we not only presented 
research reports at Nichibunken but actively held open symposiums 
and conducted documentary research and fieldwork outside the 
Center. In particular, guided by Mr. Yoshimura Teruki of Wakayama 
University Institute of Kishu Economic and Cultural History, we 
observed the Kunohara Onda, a local performing art event that has 
been offered at the Iwakura Shrine every year in the Kunohara area 
of the town of Aridagawa, Wakayama prefecture. The event is said to 
have been inaugurated in the Muromachi period, and it was held for 
the last time in its 500-year history in 2018. We were fortunate 
enough to witness that last performance.
Exploring International Team Research 
and Collaboration for Next-generation 
Nichibunken Scholars
INAGA Shigemi（Professor）
Under its Third Mid-Term Plan （2016–2021） the National Institutes 
for the Humanities （NIHU） has placed Nichibunken in charge of 
“Coordination between Projects to Make Effective Use of Research 
Results” of the Network-based Projects : Japan-related Documents 
and Artifacts held Overseas. As part of efforts for functional 
enhancement of the project, Nichibunken has also been assigned to 
promote the Japanese Popular Culture Research Project and serve 
as secretariat for the Consortium for Global Japanese Studies. These 
tasks seemed a bit too heavy for a small organization of “fifteen pro-
fessors” （at the time of Nichibunken’s founding） but the extraordi-
Engaged in lively discussion at the Hirado International Symposium （Hirado 
Dutch Trading Post, February 9, 2019）.
平戸国際シンポジウムでの熱気を帯びた総合討論の様子（平戸オランダ商館、
₂₀₁₉年 ₂月 ₉日）
In place of young women （saotome）, children perform the 
rice-planting ritual part of the “Kunohara Onda” event.
「久野原の御田」で早乙女役を演じる子どもたち
